Sex/gender and additional equity characteristics of providers and patients in perioperative anesthesia trials: a cross-sectional analysis of the literature
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Sex and gender, among other equity-related characteristics, influence the process of care and patients’ outcomes. Currently, the extent to which these characteristics are considered in the anesthesia literature remains unknown. This study assesses their incorporation in randomized controlled trials (RCTs) on anesthesia-related interventions, for both patients and healthcare providers. This is a cross-sectional analysis using an existing dataset derived from the anesthesia literature. The dataset originated from a scoping review searching MEDLINE, Embase, CINAHL, CENTRAL, and the Cochrane Database of Systematic reviews. RCTs investigating the effect of anesthesia-related interventions on mortality for adults undergoing surgery were included. Equity outcome measures were recorded for both patients and providers and assessed for inclusion in the study design, reporting of results, and analysis of intervention effects. Three-hundred sixty-one RCTs (n = 144,674) were included. Most RCTs (91%) reported patient sex/gender, with 58% of patients identified as male. There were 139 studies (39%), where 70% or more of the sample was male, compared to just 14 studies (4%), where 70% or more of the sample was female. Only 10 studies (3%) analyzed results by patient sex/gender, with one reporting a significant effect. There was substantial variation in how age was reported, although nearly all studies (98%) reported some measure of age. For healthcare providers, equity-related information was never available. Better consideration of sex/gender and additional health equity parameters for both patients and providers in RCTs is needed to improve evidence quality, and ultimately, patient care and outcome.
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Introduction

Clinical evidence based on randomized controlled trials (RCTs) often guides healthcare decisions in many countries around the world [1,2]. Although RCTs provide evidence on the impact of healthcare interventions, potential differences within and between population subgroups tend to be overlooked in the design, conduct, and analysis of RCTs [3–5]. For example, the Guidelines to the Practice of Clinical Hyperbaric Medicine and Provision of Hyperbaric Oxygen Treatment from the Canadian Undersea and Hyperbaric Medical Association recommend treating severe carbon monoxide (CO) poisoning with...
hyperbaric oxygen therapy regardless of any health equity-related characteristics (e.g., sex, gender, education, and ethnicity) [6]. However, a recent study from Huijun et al. [7] recruited couples treated for CO poisoning and analyzed patient outcome according to sex and females’ pre- or post-menopausal status. The authors demonstrated that ‘sex is an important prognostic indicator in CO poisoning,’ as severity of poisoning and subsequent outcome was worse for males relative to their female spouses. Thus, male patients may actually require a different course of treatment, highlighting the importance of considering health equity-related characteristics in optimizing patient care.

Without attention to health equity-related characteristics, the generalizability and applicability of RCT results can be reduced [3,5,8,9]. Continued implementation of some interventions based on previous RCT results can also generate further health inequities between groups [10]. Thus, consideration of health equity-related characteristics is important to optimize patient outcome, avoid research waste, advance health research and policy, and ultimately reduce population health inequities.

Health-related equity characteristics are increasingly being investigated in perioperative care [11–17]. These characteristics may be particularly relevant in anesthesia. Evidence suggests, for example, that patient sex impacts some aspects of care and outcomes. Specifically, patient sex and/or gender interacts with emergence and recovery from general anesthesia [18], postoperative complications [18], remifentanil dosing for laryngeal mask airway insertion [19], prescription of analgesics [20], and hypnotic and muscle relaxant effects of anesthetic drugs [21]. Though the impact of anesthesiologist sex and gender on practice and patient outcome is unknown, recent evidence suggest these factors influence surgical practice patterns, postoperative complications, and mortality [12,22,23]. There is limited work on additional equity characteristics, but some evidence suggests that racial-ethnic disparities exist in pain management and use of neuraxial anesthesia, and that both patient and provider factors are involved [12]. Based on these and other findings [24–27], it is necessary to assess the state of the anesthesia literature for incorporation of equity characteristics in RCTs. This can inform the design, analysis, and reporting of future RCTs as well as meta-analyses of existing trials.

If patient outcome after anesthesia care varies by sex and gender or any equity characteristic, then anesthesia trials must account for these variables in study design, reporting, and analysis. Similarly, if anesthesia practice varies by provider sex and/or gender and/or additional equity characteristics, interventions to improve practice must account for these factors. Currently, the extent to which sex, gender, and other health equity categories are considered in the anesthesia literature remains unknown. It is important to determine this information given the potential to improve patient outcomes, provider training, research, and knowledge translation.

This study aims to assess the extent to which sex/gender and other health equity variables are considered in the design, analysis, and reporting of RCTs investigating the impact of anesthesia-related interventions on adult surgical patient mortality. Health equity categories, including sex/gender, will be assessed for both patients and providers. We hypothesize that female patients are under-represented in anesthesia RCTs and that data are most often not reported or analyzed according to patient sex/gender. We also expect anesthesiologist sex/gender to be uncommonly reported and analyzed. Finally, we anticipate limited reporting and analysis of all additional health equity characteristics including age and ethnicity, for both patients and providers.

Materials and Methods

This study conducted a cross-sectional secondary analysis of the original data set of 369 RCTs from our previously completed scoping review of anesthesia-related interventions that impact surgical patient mortality [28]. Details can be found elsewhere [28], in supplementary data. In brief, RCTs were retrieved from the following electronic databases: MEDLINE, Embase, CINAHL, CENTRAL, and the Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews. The original search strategy was developed by the research team with an information specialist and reviewed by another information specialist (PRESS) [29]. Language restrictions were not applied to the literature search; however, data were extracted only from studies published in English or French. All databases were searched from inception to March 2015.

RCTs were included in this data set if they involved an anesthesia-related intervention (i.e., an intervention during the perioperative period performed or organized by a healthcare provider trained in anesthesia) administered to an adult patient (older than 16 years old) and assessed mortality as an outcome. Mortality was selected as a criterion for inclusion based on its clinical importance and feasibility considerations. RCTs were not included if they focused only on comparing different surgical techniques or if they involved procedures using local anesthesia alone. Relevant studies and their data were previously identified and extracted in duplicate by pairs of independent reviewers for our aforementioned scoping review.

For the purposes of this study, an additional level of screening and data extraction was conducted by one reviewer and verified by a second reviewer using DistillerSR (Evidence Partners, Ottawa, Canada). Conflicts were resolved through consensus or in-
volvement of a third reviewer as needed. Eight studies were subsequently excluded due to patient sex/gender as an inclusion or exclusion criteria. These studies involved gynecologic procedures, mastectomies, orthopedic and cardiac surgeries performed on female patients only, and prostatectomies performed on male patients only. Thus, the final data set for this study included 361 RCTs (n = 144,674), that investigated anesthesia-related interventions impacting surgical patient mortality.

Ethical approval was not required for this study as all information was publicly available. This manuscript was prepared in accordance with the Strengthening the Reporting of Observational Studies in Epidemiology (STROBE) Statement [30].

We defined the population for this study as adult patients undergoing a surgical procedure with general anesthesia, and healthcare providers with training in anesthesia who are involved in RCTs investigating the impact of anesthesia-related interventions on surgical patient mortality.

Health equity variables were extracted according to the categories outlined by the PROGRESS-Plus framework that is the gold standard set out by the Cochrane Equity Methods Group [31]. Categories include: Place of residence, Race/ethnicity/culture/language, Occupation, Gender/sex, Religion, Education, Socioeconomic status, Social capital, as well as the ‘Plus’ categories of age, disability, and sexual orientation.

We assessed the design, reporting of results, and analysis of each RCT:

1. Design: Consideration of PROGRESS-Plus categories in study design through sample representation of respective groups
2. Reporting: Results disaggregated (i.e., reported separately) by PROGRESS-Plus categories
3. Analysis: Differences in effect of intervention statistically tested by patient and provider PROGRESS-Plus categories

Equity outcome measures were recorded for both patients and providers.

For the race/ethnicity variable, participants were grouped into two categories, Caucasian and non-Caucasian, due to heterogeneity in the non-Caucasian groups reported by included studies. Descriptive statistics and absolute values and percentages were used for both number of studies and participants.

DistillerSR (Evidence Partners, Canada) and Microsoft Excel (Microsoft Corp., United States) were used for extraction and analysis, respectively.

Results

Results are shown in Table 1. Full details of included studies are available in Supplemental Table 1. Seven studies (2%) did not incorporate any of the equity categories (865 patients [0.6%]). These studies are not included in Table 1.

Three hundred thirty studies (91%) considered patient sex/gender, with 83,784 (62%) patients identified as male and 51,925 (38%) identified as female. There were 139 studies (42%) where 70% or more of the sample was male compared to just 14 studies (4%) where 70% or more of the sample was female.

Three hundred fifty-two studies (98%) considered patient age (n = 146,682 [99%]). There was substantial variation in how age

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROGRESS-Plus category</th>
<th>Sample design</th>
<th>Reporting of results (disaggregated)</th>
<th>Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Patients; studies</td>
<td>Healthcare providers; studies</td>
<td>Patients; studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex/gender</td>
<td>135709 (91); 330 (91)*</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>11538 (8); 12 (3)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>146682 (99); 352 (98)*</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>13933 (9); 22 (6)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race/ethnicity</td>
<td>22956 (15); 22 (6.1)*</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>NR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupation</td>
<td>343 (0.2); 1 (0.3)*</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>NR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residence</td>
<td>2313 (1.6); 2 (0.6)*</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>NR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>NR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religion</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>NR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>NR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socioeconomic status</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>NR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social capital</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>NR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disability</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>NR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual orientation</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>NR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are presented as number of participants (%); number of studies (%). *It indicate categories with reported results. NR: not reported.
was reported from overall population means and standard deviations to broad age ranges (e.g., under 65 years, over 65 years) to medians per control and intervention group.

Twenty-two studies (6.1%) considered patient race/ethnicity (n = 22,956 [15%]). Of these patients, 20,510 (89%) were Caucasian and 2,446 (11%) were non-Caucasian (Supplemental Table 2).

One study (0.3%, 343 patients [0.2%]) assigned patients a lifestyle score that took employment status into account, but did not indicate the distribution of patients per employment category [31].

Two studies (0.6%, 2,313 patients [1.7%]) look at residence or living situation. Hempenius et al. [32] included the categories alone-independent, with others-independent, protected housing-dependent, home for the elderly-dependent, and nursing home-dependent. Most patients (n = 125) lived independently, either alone (n = 59) or with others (n = 66). Carson et al. [33] considered whether patients lived in the United States (n = 1,222) or Canada (n = 794) as well as whether the patient lived in their own home or a retirement home (n = 1,778), nursing home (n = 214), and some other residence (n = 21).

Most studies (339 studies [94%], 134,589 patients [91%]) did not disaggregate results by any equity characteristic. The remaining 22 disaggregated results by sex/gender and/or age.

Twelve (3%) studies (11,538 patients [8%]) reported results separately by patient sex/gender (Supplemental Table 3). Twenty-two (6%) studies (13,933 patients [9%]) reported results separately by patient age (Supplemental Table 4). Of these studies, 9 also disaggregated results by sex/gender.

Ten studies (3%) tested for a significant difference in the effect of the intervention by patient sex/gender (n = 11,395 [8%]). One study (n = 762) involving cardiac surgery and a device-related intervention reported male sex increases the risk of mortality [35].

Of the 22 studies that presented results by age tested for significant differences, most studies (15 [68%]) reported no significant difference in the effect of the intervention by patient age, although 7 (32%) reported age to play a significant role, either increasing or decreasing risk of mortality.

Sex/gender, age, race/ethnicity, and any other equity category never appeared in any study for healthcare providers. This remains true for design, reporting, and analysis.

**Discussion**

This study examined the integration of health equity characteristics for both providers and patients in the design, analysis, and reporting of RCTs investigating the impact of anesthesia-related interventions on adult surgical patient mortality.

Although patients’ sex/gender is generally included in the design of anesthesia RCTs, it is rarely considered in reporting of results and analysis. This is also true of age. Other patients’ health equity characteristics are rarely included in the design, reporting of results, or analysis. Health equity characteristics of providers are never considered.

Reporting of patient sex/gender appears to be more common in the anesthesia literature than in surgery-specific clinical research, with only 2% of studies failing to provide any sex/gender-related data compared to nearly 20% in surgical studies [34]. This is certainly an encouraging practice, although more adequate incorporation into the study design should be promoted to permit sufficiently powered sub-group analyses. When sex/gender is not considered in trial design, it is impossible to ensure statistical power to any further analyses accounting for this factor. Not surprisingly, only 12 of the reviewed studies disaggregated results by patient sex/gender, 10 tested for significant differences, and only one reported a significant difference in mortality between male and female patients. Of course, we recognize that it is not always feasible to conduct sub-group analyses. However, even when studies are underpowered, or when sex/gender analyses may not be relevant, data should still be reported by sex/gender to facilitate future meta-analyses and to inform sample size calculations for future studies [35]. Reporting of this information can also improve the replicability of a study.

Overall, there was an over representation of male patients, with males comprising 70% or more of the sample in 139 (39%) of the included studies. This may be the result of most studies involving cardiac procedures, where trials have historically focused on male patients. However, the number of female patients undergoing cardiac surgery every year is increasing and heart disease remains a leading cause of death for women [36]. Further, in the last 20 years, the prevalence of myocardial infarctions has increased in midlife among women aged 35–54 years while simultaneously declining in men of the same age [37]. Heart disease and differences in its clinical presentation have traditionally been under-recognized in women, resulting in ‘less aggressive treatment strategies and a lower representation of women in clinical trials’ [37]. This is problematic, especially considering that women have poorer survival rates following many types of cardiac procedures [38]. Our findings underscore the need to recruit, report, and analyze according to sex/gender, particularly when assessing anesthesia interventions in cardiac surgery. With the majority of surgical procedures in the United States performed on female patients [39], it is critical to understand the implications of anesthesia-related interventions for both female and male patients, and how effects may differ between them. When data on male and female participants is aggregated, there is a risk of masking important sex/gen-
nder differences and lead to adverse effects for patients in clinical practice [40]. For example, inadequate consideration of sex differences in pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics resulted in 10 drugs being withdrawn from the market, with eight posing greater health risks for women than for men [40,41]. Accordingly, trials investigating pharmaceutical interventions in anesthesia should consider these variables. Even if trials cannot analyze their data based on health-equity characteristics (e.g., because of small sample size), we believe that all trials should at least report their data based on health-equity characteristics. This way, future systematic reviews may be able to further explore the impact of health-equity characteristics on patient outcome in perioperative medicine.

Beyond sex/gender, few studies reported on additional health equity characteristics. One exception is age that was reported by all but one study. Like sex/gender, a much lower number of studies disaggregated and analyzed results by age. Though age was often included, it was reported in various ways. More standardized reporting of age (e.g., mean/SD or median/IQR for each group and participants overall) is needed as well as consideration of how it intersects with sex/gender given the importance of these two characteristics together for health. Again, standardized and disaggregated reporting would make future meta-analyses possible.

Race/ethnicity, another key health-related characteristic that can also interact with sex/gender and age, was reported in only 6% of the examined trials. Within these trials, nearly 90% of patients were Caucasian. Patients from other racial/ethnic groups were clearly under-represented, preventing understanding of the role patient race/ethnicity has in anesthesia-related interventions. Without this type of information, it is not possible to identify heterogeneity among patients, potentially augmenting the risks of particular interventions and certainly reducing the effectiveness of knowledge translation [42]. Research may wish to assess the role of race/ethnicity when considering the effectiveness of anesthesia interventions during metabolic and vitreoretinal procedures in particular, given recent findings of racial/ethnic differences in clinical presentation and outcomes [15,16].

Failure to examine differences in the effect of an intervention on clinical outcomes by sex/gender and additional health equity characteristics misses an opportunity to optimize patient care and may even pose significant risk to patient safety (e.g. different side effects, reactions to treatments, and biological and social factors influencing outcomes of a treatment). When equity characteristics remain absent from RCT analysis and interpretation, as found in reviews of other clinical trials [5,42], the external validity of the study remains limited [35]. When we wish to conclude patients are more or less likely to experience morbidity and/or mortality as a result of an intervention, it is important for results either to be appropriately generalizable to the broader patient population or to limit the results to a specific clearly defined sub-group based on certain equity characteristics. It is noteworthy, for example, that our study found pharmacotherapy trials and trials involving cardiac surgery to be based on mostly male and Caucasian samples, when some evidence suggests that these patient characteristics can be critical modifiers in these instances [21,43,44]. For example, female patients undergoing cardiac surgery often have different risk factors than male patients (e.g., older, higher body mass index), and higher hospital and early mortality has been found for those who undergo coronary artery bypass grafting [44]. This again emphasizes the need to study sex/gender and other equity characteristics when anesthesia interventions involve pharmacotherapy or cardiac surgery.

Because health equity characteristics are known determinants of health that can modify the relationship between healthcare interventions and outcomes of interest, their inclusion or exclusion in clinical trials also has implications for knowledge translation. We recognize that this type of data collection may not always be possible within the requirements of some Research Ethics Boards (REB) and this may have affected the ability of some of the included studies to collect adequate patient information. However, it is important for REBs to consider the benefits of collecting equity data in clinical trials, provided participant confidentiality is maintained. With emerging evidence that sex/gender and additional characteristics are relevant to how individuals respond to particular healthcare interventions, ‘there is an ethical and scientific imperative to report to whom research results apply’ [35]. When evidence is moved into practice, it must be determined whether it will improve outcomes for some or all patients. Part of advancing evidence-based practice in anesthesiology and other disciplines includes attention to the equitable representation of patients within the evidence base. If the evidence base exhibits sex/gender or any other type of bias, this limitation should be acknowledged in practice. For example, if women and non-Caucasians continue to be under-represented in anesthesia research, they may experience an increased likelihood of adverse events compared to male and Caucasian patients as a result of certain interventions. This has certainly been the case in other clinical areas such as infectious disease management [45]. Future anesthesia research can integrate these concerns into trial design and data analysis in order to enhance its value.

Integration of providers’ equity-related parameters throughout all RCT elements (design, reporting, and analysis) appears to be non-existent. In the assessed anesthesia literature, no study reported provider sex/gender or any additional characteristic. Yet, these may be important in identifying differences in practice pat-
terns and areas for improvement. For example, a recent study reports lower mortality and readmission rates for female internists compared to male internists [46]. Research also demonstrates that male physicians tend to undermanage female patients (e.g., less extensive investigation, providing less medication and at lower doses) but finds no difference in the treatment of male or female patients when the physician is a woman [47,48]. Sex/gender representation of anesthesia providers who deliver patient interventions in RCTs are currently unclear. Future research may examine if trends found among patients (e.g., more men than women; more Caucasians than non-Caucasians) are similar for providers. This may help to determine whether RCT findings are generalizable to all providers, or if patient intervention effectiveness varies by provider characteristic. Reporting of provider sex/gender, along with other equity characteristics, may help to determine representation of diverse provider groups in research trials. It would also allow future knowledge syntheses to assess the potential clinical effects of practice differences among various anesthesia provider groups.

Research has started to consider sex/gender for surgeons, finding implications for practice and patient outcome [12,22,23,49]. With an increasing number of women entering medical school every year, it is time for anesthesiology to do the same and to consider the implications of additional equity-related characteristics. For example, recent research suggests that when female anesthesiologists make an incorrect clinical decision, they are challenged more often than their male colleagues [50]. Sex/gender may therefore be important for interventions addressing leadership, communication, and overall teamwork in the operating room. Similarly, male and female anesthesia providers may benefit from different approaches to training, as demonstrated in surgery [49]. This may be especially needed if the sex/gender of anesthesia providers influences the patient outcome, similar to what emerging evidence shows for surgeons [12,23]. With the incorporation of equity-related parameters for anesthesia providers in research, knowledge translation interventions to improve practice may become optimally effective.

There are some limitations to generalizing the conclusions drawn from this review. It is not inclusive of all anesthesia-related papers and included only RCTs that assessed mortality as an outcome. In addition, because this review includes only studies published up until 2015, it may not reflect changes taking place within the literature in recent years. Other types of data sets may influence results. However, three recent studies of sex/gender reporting in medical research [5,42,51] found similar results to what we have reported here, suggesting our observed trends may apply to additional areas of anesthesia as well as other medical fields. Although it is possible that reporting of sex/gender and other equity characteristics has improved over the last decades, recent publication in the Lancet by Sugimoto et al. [42] suggests reporting has not significantly increased in recent years despite more attention being paid to sex/gender in research. For example, from 1980 to 2016, reporting of patient sex only increased by 8% in clinical medicine. In biomedical research, only 31% of papers published in 2016 reported the sex of patients [42]. Accordingly, while our data set represents a subset of the anesthesia literature, it is likely to still be representative of current reporting trends. Given that no equity measures were ever integrated for providers, it may also be reasonable to assume that these findings are consistent across anesthesia domains. It is possible that consideration of sex/gender and additional equity characteristics in anesthesia trials will improve over the next decade given evolving requirements of journals and funding agencies.

It should also be acknowledged that most studies in this dataset reported mortality as a secondary outcome. Still, this does not detract from the need to improve reporting of sex/gender and additional equity data regardless of the outcome assessed. Where it is not possible to analyze outcomes by certain equity parameters, reporting this data can still allow for future meta-analyses to evaluate potential differences.

A final possible limitation is that relevant studies may have not been included, despite conducting a rigorous and standardized search of the literature [28]. If mortality terms were not mentioned in the title or abstract of a study, they would not have been included due to the literature search and screening process. Nevertheless, as previously mentioned, this dataset is still likely to be representative of trends in the broader anesthesia literature.

There is a need for better integration of sex/gender and additional health equity parameters for both patients and providers in the design, reporting, and analysis of anesthesia RCTs in order to improve evidence quality and ultimately patient care and outcome.
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